The Tech To Conduct Student War Poll

In Main Lobby Tomorrow

With war-lapse news dominating the news in Washington as well as in the rest of the world, and discussion of the nation's post-war plans will be a topic that should follow in international affairs, The Tech is attempting to secure an adequate understanding of the student's viewpoint on some of the more pertinent questions. Tomorrow from 10 A.M. to 3 P.M. in the Main Lobby, The Tech is to conduct a poll and will present the questionnaire below:

The process of the poll will be tabled and interested and interested in the poll are those who desire to participate. The questions follow:

1. Do you consider The Administration's recent call for an end of federal aid policy towards the colleges as a wise move, yes or no? (2)
2. Do you feel that the course in this campus be increased or decreased? Why? (3)
3. How do you feel about the current state of affairs on this campus? (4)
4. Are you interested in participating in America's current war effort? (5)
5. Are you of the neutrality act to give American merchant ships to shipowners? (6)
6. Are you of the neutrality act to give American merchant ships to shipping companies? (7)

A. I. Ch. E. Holds Annual Smoker

Prof. Whitman To Be Principal Speaker

At Informal Meeting

Opening the party's activities of the year, the students conduct an annual smoker at Potbelle's Hall of Walker Restaurant tomorrow night at 3:15.

Professor W. S. Whitman, head of the Chemistry Department, will be the principal speaker at the informal meeting. Mr. Whitman is one of the professors in the department and is expected to discuss his recent paper on the subject of the laboratory's use of the new atomic energy.

In his introduction, the program of the smoker is to familiarize those in attendance with correct parliamentary procedure. "Robert's Rules of Order" is used as the authority, and an effort will be made to give everyone in attendance a chance to participate in the proceedings.

Model Senate

Meets Wednesday

For First Time

Debating Society

The first session of the M.I.T. Debating Society will be held at 3:00 P.M. Wednesday, October 28 in Litchfield Lounge.

The focal point of the meeting will be the debate on the following questions: "Is the application of high-frequency waves to electrical engineering and physics in the production, reception, control and utilization of this important field of study?"

Chairs will be appointed by the chairman of the society, and the debate will be conducted in accordance with the rules of Robert's Rules of Order.

Chairs are appointed by the chairman of the society, and the debate will be conducted in accordance with the rules of Robert's Rules of Order.

In the selection of the chairs, the following questions will be considered:

1. Are the chairs appointed by the chairman of the society, or by the society's members?
2. Are the chairs appointed by the chairman of the society, or by the society's members?
3. Are the chairs appointed by the chairman of the society, or by the society's members?
4. Are the chairs appointed by the chairman of the society, or by the society's members?
5. Are the chairs appointed by the chairman of the society, or by the society's members?

Voo Doo "Exposes" Cleer

In Main Lobby On Oct. 30

The Voo Doo, the student's newspaper, will go on sale Tuesday October 30 in Main Lobby.

In a statement to the press last night to clarify rumors that the college student's newspaper will be changed, the student's newspaper will be changed, the student's newspaper will be changed, the student's newspaper will be changed.

According to an announcement released by the Voo Doo, the newspaper will be changed to a new format and released on a regular basis.

According to the announcement, the newspaper will be changed to a new format and released on a regular basis.

Fred Lamb, '38, Wins Naval Trophy

As Pensacola's Outstanding Cadet

Fred L. Lamb, M.I.T. '38, was this week designated the "outstanding cadet" of the Pensacola class of 1939 by the American Institute of Chemical Engineers at the annual meeting held in Pensacola next week.

According to the announcement, Mr. Lamb was chosen by the Engineering Society at the annual meeting held in Pensacola next week.

Fred Lamb is now on duty as a member of the Air Group of the Naval Air Station, Pensacola, Florida.

According to the announcement, Mr. Lamb was chosen by the Engineering Society at the annual meeting held in Pensacola next week.
ON THE FIGHT

Friday afternoon, all Technology will leave the classroom while the members of the two lower classes determine the battle for the first time since which shall rule the rest of the year. Although pre-Field Day reports, including Oscar Hedlund's predictions, name the Sophomores as the underdogs, the final victor will not be determined until late in the season. Although pre-Field Day rules, including Oscar Hedlund's predictions, name the Sophomores as the underdogs, the final victor will not be determined until the last gun has sounded at the end of the field game.

Win or lose, the Field Day struggle will traditionally a good clean fight, each fellow out to win squarely and fairly. After it is all over, there may be bruises, but no hard feelings.

The Field Day which we know today is not, perhaps unfortunately, the wide-open affair of the early days. Since the other class could not always be claimed by winning a few organized athletic contests.

Gone, for example, with many other Tech traditions is the infamous canoe race. It was just forty-one years ago, in fact, that the freshmen won that year by capturing the canoe race and the relay race. Since then, however, the canoe race has always been impressive from the physical strain of the following song corn-posed by Charles Morton, '45. The display of freshman spirit will be sung by the tune of the Notre Dame Victory.
Now, after a cheer for the co-eds, the song was allegedly written by a young high-schooler put out by the lack of hay at the Beta's Barn the day before it's had a chance to prove its worth.

The freshman spirit will be sung by the tune of the Notre Dame Victory.

Another deficiency—new thing of which we heard—You've got to have a lot of the State's Dairy men in the same room. These are both a trial of the All-American flavor in the making. "Happy" Dairy Line. There are, besides points to the amount have of two other splendid parties which, in other ways, you want to according to your party policy.

Further along these lines, here are some of the best the way's we've seen in the last month of the year:

ORCHARDS—DOUBLE ORDER

It requires courage to make a change in existing methods, even though these trends may be for the better. And more courage the possibility that this may be made with the possibility of public disapproval.

The Walker Dining Service had that courage, and it is interesting to note that the cafeteria to a dining hall, in the face of many possible objections from the students. The men eating at Walker were notoriously for their "dash in, gobble down, and dash out" attitude, and it was expected that the slightly longer time required by the water system would be objectionable.

However, after nearly a month under the new system, only favorable comments can be heard. The Dining Service reports that there has been no drop-off in trade at all, which is one of the best criteria for judging the success of the venture.

But the most satisfying result of the change has been the upward trend taken by the morale of the students eating in Walker. Gone, and we hope forgotten, is the old "dash in, gobble down, and dash out" spirit, with a more sociable attitude taking its place. Friendly, intelligent discussion has won its fight over the glassy straight-ahead stare and fast-hand-mouthed manner.

Another practice that is particularly gratifying is the number of students bringing their dates and parents for meals. It is very easy for the student for the student to find a place where he can bring his friends and not be ashamed of the surroundings. Walker has always been impressive from the physical standpoint but until this new system was installed did not have exactly the environment for a pleasant meal.

The new dining service has had noticeable effects on the dress of the fellows eating there, sloppy, lounging dress being conspicuous by its absence. The number of freshmen coming to Walker for dinner has increased many times since the cafeteria service was discontinued for evening meals.

To accommodate the necessary extra work entailed by table service, the Walker Staff has rescheduled their regular shifts. The total number of students eating in Walker has increased by about twenty percent.

The feature in the Dining Service's cap is the fact that while other Boston eating establishments have increased their prices at least twenty percent, Walker's have remained practically constant.

All in all, Technology can be justly proud of the Walker Dining Service. We wish to thank the Walker Dining Service for their cooperation in the management has made toward the improvement of life here at the Institute.

The Reader Speaks

Football, Aye!

Dear Sir: I have little time to add you to my "Open Letter to the M.I.T. A.A." of last Tuesday's issue, I would like to take this opportunity to congratulate you on your baseball. Football at Tech has been badly neglected in past years, and now that its advantages are being recognized, it seems too bad to be handled by a sluggish measure. In the face of serious criticism, Walker has proved that it has, and in my own line of business, more school spirit than any other sport, not excluding Crew. We're trying over the last few weeks at Field Day Battles and the like so not just a little sport with an appreciative audience but a game that deserves a chance to grow.

Yours truly,
Robert W. Anderson, '43
Manager of Football,

For Boys To Play

By Stewart Howe and Joseph Tankov

No Cramming Necessary!

For swell flavor and real chewing fun—the answer is delicious Wrigley's Spearmint Gum.
Soph, Frosh Relay Teams Announced

Swimming, Tag-O-War And Football Line-Ups To Take Shape Later

Last night the line-ups for the frosh and sophomore relay teams were announced by Samuel Oscar Hedlund and Henry Lewis.

Football coaches Jack Frueger and coach determined on the basis of the two games that theSoph frosh teams will play against Freshman.

Novas To Meet Tufts Saturday With Fewer Men Coach Report

At the Swimming

With the Tufts J.V. game coming up on the schedule for Saturday, November 11, the Novas have only thirteen men turning up for practice. Despite the strong showing by the men in the novice meet this year, the spirit and zest that was so prominent in practice earlier in the season has started to ebb.

The remainder of the squad will still maintain the same enthusiasm and dynamism as can be seen through the action, excitement and a high level of interest. The novice meet is working on the squad and they have a good chance of repeating last year’s victory in the same pool, but lack of material for substitution in case of injury and for rest and relaxation is almost nonexistent.

This is hard on the first eleven and greatly handicaps their chances of success.

In last year’s meet, seven swimmers crossed the finish line in the second period, and those ten swimmers are expected to swim seven points tonight which they held for the remainder of the game.

Guardsmen Edge Tech Booters, 20-0

The Coast Guard Academy scored a 20-0 victory over the MIT team Saturday afternoon, Nov. 4. The game was played at New London.

The Tech Booters took the coasters by a 10-0 margin in the first half.

Several MIT players showed an absence, although the boys operated as if they were playing practice. The Monarchs scored a goal on the first half.

While the varity favored to the Academy team, the freshmen fought hard to break a 1-0 tie with the Quarterback College rubber makers.

Next Saturday the Tech Booters take on the strong Connecticut College team in the college which is near Willamette, Ore.
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CALENDAR
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 28
3:00 P.M. Sophomore Hour—Huntingdon Hall
5:00 P.M. Debate Society—Tyler Lounge
8:00 P.M. Refrigeration Service Engineers Meeting—Pritchett Hall.

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 29
5:00 P.M. Model Senate—Litchfield Lounge
3:00 P.M. Mining and Metallurgy Society—Room 6-118.
8:00 P.M. American Institute of Chemical Engineers—Pritchett Hall.

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 30
6:30 P.M. Meeting of M.I.T. Musical Circle—Silver Room.

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 31
4:00 P.M. Field Day—Bantam Field—Pritchett Hall.
4:00 P.M. Field Day—Bantam Field—Dwight Hall.

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 1
8:00 P.M. Field Day Hangover Dance—Pritchett Hall.

Tyrrell Warns Harvard About Tech Freshmen

Paving invasion by Institute freshmen on Field Day eve, the Crimson Network of Harvard last night specials Dr. John F. Tyrrell, '42, Assistant Editor of The Tech, on the possibilities of such an occurrence in an interview by the colonel columnist, Aramian Chayne, on a University-wide broadcast.

Tyrrell added the worries of Harvard by sustaining various Field Day eve episodes of former years and explained that the incursion of the present freshmen class is equal if not greater than that of previous years and noticed the growth of the Harvard-Rights district in which the eye peeled come Thursday night.

Other Questions

Other questions he was asked to answer concerned prospects of the November meeting of the Crimson editors in future years and current institute social life which gave him a chance to put in a plug for both the Suffolk Forum and the Field Day Dinner.

When questioned as to the possible work being done at the institution, Tyrrell was rating somewhat about giving details but in a general way noted of secret construction on the delay machine, etc., were going on to help closed areas at Technology.

A.C.H.E. Smoker

(Continued from Page 1)

described chapters of these four schools will act as hosts to a student convention held at the same time in conjunction with the parent society.

Professor E. Wilson, '21, president of the Technology chapter, is acting as chairman of the committee assisted by the following sub-committee of men: publicity, William Jackson of Worcester; program, Henry Fisk of Northeastern; housing, Theodore Q. Ellet, '42, of Technology; registration, H. Crouse of Worcester; and entertainment, Robert P. Richmond, '42, of Technology. About 250 guests are expected to take part in this convention.

WE PROCLAIM!

Whereas, at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology there is an unorganized collection of rabble that do meagerly
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KRUPA, ACE DRUMMER

WHEREAS, there is a more physically, and spiritually strong protector of public welfare, The Tech, the latter assumes its obligation to humanity and challenges the upstarts to a duel on the striped field. Sit, Hic, Scio.

T. C. A. To Start Drive With Dinner

The Technology Christian Association will hold its annual Drive Dinner this Thursday, October 31 at Pritchett Hall. Leading activities men have been invited to help solicit funds.

Drive Chairman Clifford C. Kemp, '42, requests those who have been invited to reply whether they will attend or act. W. Hoover Shaw, '42, T.C.A. President, will preside at the dinner.

Glass Clubs to Entertain

A group from the Olive Club, accompanied by Carlton G. Lee, '42, will sing the theme of the drive, which was composed by Professor Frederick K. Morris. The theme for this year is "Hill The Top", and the proper charts and posters are ready to be sent to each campus library before the students.

By next week all dormitory and fraternity men will receive campaign circular in various forms, such as monthlies and bulletin-board.

Sears Will Talk To Rocketeers In First Meeting

Inviting all interested students and staff members, the Technology Rocket Research Society will hold its first meeting this year tomorrow at 4:30 P.M., in Bartlett Hall, Room 613. Professor Frank W. Sears of the Physics department will speak on those present explaining some of the latest work and applications of recent rocket development in this field.

General Discussion

There will be a greatest distress of the purpose of Rocket Research Society. Highlighting by this extraction of any form of Rocket Research Society's purpose in this field. The discussion will be open to all interested Rocket Research Society members.

Everyone interested in this field science is cordially invited to attend and to support the Rocket Research Society.

Sears to talk to Rocketeers in First Meeting

On Monday, October 22, 1941, the Tech Poll (Continued from Page 1)

3. With regard to aid to Russia against Germany

(a) sell them all available materials

(b) give them the raw materials

(c) give them all available war supplies on a "Lease-Lend" basis

7. Does the plight and the imperious need of one of the Greater Allies, (b) Russia warrant our giving these priorities over our own armed forces in the matter of supply.

ADRIENNE AMES ("Get a job, save up, and mail it bulk!"")

Follow the lead of Adrienne Ames and send the men in the camps the cigarette that's definitely MELLER and BEST-BESTING.

Everything about Chesterfield is made for your pleasure and convenience ... from their fine, rightly blended tobacco to the easy-to-open celluloid-plate jacket that keeps Chesterfield always fresher and Cooler-Smoking.

Buy a pack and try them.

You're sure to like them because the big thing that's pushing Chesterfield ahead all over the country is the approval of smokers like yourself.

EVERYWHERE YOU GO

\[\text{DINNER and SUPPER DANCING at the fascinating \textit{BALANCE ROOM}}\]

\[\text{AT THE SOMERSET, BOSTON}\]

\[\text{MARSHARD'S MUSIC}\]

\[\text{\textit{FEAT. ATTRACTION}}\]\n
\[\text{\textit{DINER FISKE}}\]

\[\text{The Invincible Indispensable Song Singers with unique songs of the piano.}\]

\[\text{INFORMAL \- NO COVER CHARGE except Fri. and Sat.}\]
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